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A refreshing resource
to help you develop
better�business�writing
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Resource Library: Insight

7 shocking examples of
poor business writing practice
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7 shocking examples of
poor business writing practice
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A�tour�of�everything�from�hideous�corporate�jargon�to�terrible�typos�

Some�are�embarrassing,�some�are�awkward,�some�are�amusing�(but�perhaps�not
for�the�company�concerned).�Others�are�just�plain�appalling...

Unfortunately, it’s not particularly difficult to find all sorts of examples of poor
business writing practice.

The seven examples shown in this resource span the whole gamut of spelling,
grammar, punctuation, presentation and effective communication errors.

Collectively, what they serve to demonstrate is that how you say something is
invariably just as important as what you say.

Learn�from�the�mistakes�of�others

Take a close look at these funny/stupid/sloppy/cringeworthy [delete as you feel is
appropriate] snippets – and enjoy them. 

But also consider how you can use them as triggers to develop and enhance areas
of your own business writing.

Read�on�for�enlightenment�– and,�in�some�cases,�not�insignificant�amusement!
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1.�Short�form�shouldn’t�mean�shortcuts

Because this announcement was posted via Twitter, it seems the organisation
responsible felt that it didn’t need to bother with punctuation. Perhaps the poster
simply didn’t know better or was really rushed for time. Either way, the resulting look
and feel will leave a question about the service’s credibility in many people’s minds.

3.�Good�spelling�is�just�the�start�of�effective�communication...

This particular example takes typos to the extreme. It might be quite an unusually
awful ad, but you can imagine the reputational damage it wreaked. If someone can’t
spell (or can’t be trusted to spend a couple of minutes checking the content they
plan to publish), they’re probably not best suited to take charge of recruitment! The
lesson here? If you have ‘basic knowledge’ of English (or French culinary terms), ask
a colleague to do – or at least check – the business writing for you.

2.�A�bit�too�snap-happy

This piece of promotional copy in a brochure
could do with a little punctuation. But it’s the
proofreading that really lets it down. It makes
you appreciate just how important it is to
always be aware of the potential impact of
the tiniest of typos!
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4.�It’s�readable,�but�it’s�not�right

Maybe the catering and hospitality industries supply more bad business writing
examples than many others – we’ve all seen poorly presented menu items and
promotional boards. And everyone has their own particular area of expertise, right?
But when Microsoft Word highlights most problem areas for you, there really isn’t an
excuse for poor spelling and grammar – even in everyday sentence scenarios.

7.�Just�wrong,�on�so�many�levels...

Saving the ‘best’ bad business writing until last, this was the appallingly presented
reply I received from the customer service team of a company that had let me down
badly. And no, before you ask, I didn’t actually offer them any ‘patients’!

5.�It’s�all�about�us – and�we’re�quite�dull�too

This brochure excerpt is a great example of
not focusing on the customer benefits. When
you read it (yawn!), those benefits are in there,
but they’re buried underneath the company’s
approach and its credentials. Not only is this
quite dull to read from an interest point of view,
but that task is also made more challenging by
the lack of some strategic punctuation, which
would really help the poor reader.

6.�Jargon-tastic!

This example is stuffed full of
corporate jargon – to the point of
complete non-comprehension.
WTF, you say? Well, yes. Exactly.
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Already�a�Copy�Café�member?

Thank you for being part of the Copy Café community! I hope you found this
resource useful and that you’re enjoying the benefits of your monthly membership.

If you have any queries, please feel free to email Kyla at hello@copycafe.co.uk

I’d also love to hear from you if you have any suggestions or requests for future
Resource Library content...

If�you’re�not�yet�a�member�
of�Copy�Café,�you’re�missing�out!�

Join�today – for a fraction of the cost of your regular coffee shop habit – to gain
instant access to a range of valuable resources and expert business writing advice.

Take a look around now at www.copycafe.co.uk and discover the benefits of better
business writing. Then give it a try for a month! It’s incredibly cost-effective, there’s
no contract and you can cancel your membership at any time if you feel the need.

>�VISIt COpy CAfé nOw

Join Copy Café today!

https://copycafe.co.uk

